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UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
AND COLLABORATION 

Paving the way for more intuitive and dynamic business operations

https://services.harman.com/


End-to-end internal/external connectivity has always been a key enabler for business 
continuity. But the new normal of remote working has heightened the need for 
reliable communications.

In the month of March alone, the total number of video calls made on 

Microsoft Teams grew by 1000%.

With such a sudden boom in remote operations and demand for collaboration 
tools, Unified Communications & Collaboration (UC&C) solution providers are 
now facing a new breed of challenges.

A ready-to-use solution that can be integrated with the existing product line to enhance features and speed up processes can easily mitigate 
many of these challenges.

Banking on deep-expertise of UC&C solutions and vast experience in Product Engineering Services including platform and device 
engineering, operation management, quality engineering, and more - HARMAN can help providers co-innovate collaboration solutions 
that are impactful and cost-effective.

Our Enterprise Collaboration Suite is uniquely designed to augment the existing capabilities and meet requirements like faster 
time-to-market, customer-centricity, flexibility, and scalability.

Benefit from our value system of partnering, engineering, and co-investing in the next generation of Unified Communications & 
Collaboration solutions.

Emerging technologies 
in Voice, Video, Cloud, 

DevOps, AI/ML, 5G and 
UI/UX

Automotive 
eco-system to 

generate new revenue 
streams

Ready solutions (IPs 
and Assets) to meet 

time-to-market 
demands

Partnerships with 
cloud providers for 
cost-effectiveness Industry-specific 

solutions for 
healthcare, education, 

and enterprise

Added capabilities for 
interactive whiteboards and 
chats, meeting transcription, 
smart conferencing features, 

and more
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Connectivity for the ‘new normal’

Enterprise Collaboration Suite by HARMAN

Leverage:

Rapidly shifting
market trends

Industry-specific
standards

Need for faster
time-to-market

Rising demands v/s
limited resources

https://services.harman.com/


Enterprise Collaboration Suite consists of multiple solutions that can be integrated with existing UC&C solutions to enhance the 
overall portfolio.
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Enhance experiences with accelerated innovation

HARMAN IPs across the enterprise, healthcare, automotive,
and education sectors

Collaboration Whiteboard and 
Chat can be easily integrated with 
existing collaboration solutions - 
cloud-hosted or on-premise - for 
enhanced capabilities.

• Interactive virtual 
whiteboarding and chat

• Drawing, text, and shapes 

• Completely secure with access 
control options

• Multiple platforms – Android, 
iOS and Windows

A meeting transcription and smart 
conferencing solution - Stanscribe - 
can be integrated with VoIP servers 
for immersive meeting experiences.

• Speech-to-text, AI, NLU

• Seamless switching between 
online/offline transcription 
engines

• Smart conferencing 

• Security and cost optimization

Improved product quality and 
faster time-to-market can be 
achieved by automating repetitive 
testing. Enable better predictability 
of results and enhanced test 
coverage.

• Signaling and media quality 
automation testing 

• Modular, extensible and 
reusable

• Report dashboards with 
in-depth visibility 

• Automated log analysis 

CoWBoard Stranscribe
Unite Test
Framework

Request a demo

An AI-Powered Voice Assistant Platform enabled 
with Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and 
high-quality speech synthesis capabilities, eNOVA 
can help create customizable and differentiated 
voice solutions tailored for specific use cases.

Next-gen content management and delivery 
platform, HARMAN Media Suite, can 

complement UC&C solutions with added 
benefits like a corporate tube with media 

sharing through channels, video playback into 
meetings, and so much more.

Remote Patient Monitoring can enable real-time 
access to health data by connecting a wide array 
of medical and non-medical devices. It can 
revolutionize the healthcare industry with 
voice+video capabilities to provide unified patient 
care and collaboration.

With easy deployment and management of 
new cloud applications and services across 

automotive cloud platforms, Ignite 
Marketplace accelerates the process of 

launching new solutions within in-vehicle 
systems.

HARMAN Remote Care 
Platform (RCP)

eNOVA HARMAN Media Suite

Ignite Marketplace
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Know more

ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including 

connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the Internet of Things. With leading brands 

including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®. HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the 

entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio 

and connected car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all 

platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. 

In 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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Reach us on

Multi-level value addition

 R&D/QA/Testing/Engineering

Reduce cost and shorten operation cycles with advanced Product Engineering Services

 Corporate IT departments/ITO/Operations

Outsource managed services to amplify the capabilities of UC&C solutions rapidly and seamlessly

 Industry leaders

Generate new revenue streams with fast launches and climb up the adoption curve

https://services.harman.com/
https://services.harman.com/industries/communications/unified-communications-and-collaboration
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/harman-connected-services/
https://twitter.com/HARMANservices



